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Workshops and art galleries
28 résultats

in ETEL

ARGILITé - Atelier / boutique of designers
Boutique of creators with a shared space where products of local craftsmanship and
craftsmanship are combined: ceramics, leather goods, organic cotton clothing,
photography, jewelery, decorative objects & small furniture Opportunity to attend the
work of the ceramist in the workshop. Shop located...

 06 52 56 57 13

 6 Rue de la Libération

in AURAY

Sandrine Hurel Workshop
Sandrine Hurel has been passionate about art since her childhood; modeling,
sculpture, and she made it her job. She knows how to transmit her knowledge to
adults and children in her workshop in St Goustan. Individual or group courses and
internships are offered all year round to explore pottery and...
From 35€ / pers.

 +33 6 79 98 68 02

 12 Rue Du Sablen

in QUIBERON

Yan Artist Painter Sculptor
Free entry. Personalize your interior with a favorite or a creation adapted to your
desires. Order all formats. Possibility of delivery in France and abroad. Open every
day from April to October and by appointment in winter.

 06 81 16 77 54

 Galerie Quai de l'Océan Port
Maria

in CARNAC

Port En Drô Gallery - Framing workshop
The colors of Brittany Located on a charming square between the small port of
Carnac and Thalassotherapy, the art gallery invites you to discover the great Breton
painters of today. Guilleron, Coudreau, Morlaine, Papail, Rublon ...

 +33 (0)2 97 52 86 99
 06 81 93 01 57

 Place de port En Drô

in AURAY

APA - Artists from Pays d'Auray
APA - Artistes du Pays d'Auray, a collegial association of professional artists (painters,
sculptors, photographers, plastic artists, ceramists, etc.) presents exhibitions, fairs
and workshop visits.

 06 19 45 36 77

 8 Rue des Tricors

in QUIBERON

Marc Loubière - Ceramist Potter
Marc welcomes you by appointment in his artisan workshop, Céramiste
Potier.Discover the magic of the earth:- lessons / courses (pottery, modeling, turning)exhibition of artisanal ceramics- workshop visit- free demonstrationsThe workshop is
located on the Z.A. de Quiberon, less than 100m from the...

 07 67 07 10 11

 6 rue du Vent de Suroît Z.A.
Plein Ouest

in QUIBERON

Mingant Workshop
Semi-figurative or abstract paintings and sculptures. Presentation of watercolors,
bronzes, sandstone and terracotta. Open during school holidays from 10 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. and by appointment.

 06 46 50 03 03

 47-49 rue de Lille

in ST PIERRE QUIBERON

Workshop-Expo Marie-Catherine Puget
Painting of landscapes which only gives them a very refined expression. It is a sober
figurative which essentially conceives the landscape as a confrontation with the
elements (water, air, minerals, plants) so as to deliver a painting which has character
and which does not confine the gaze. It is...

 06 31 47 05 77

 1 Place de Kervihan

in LE PALAIS

Fluid
Fluïd is a glassblower workshop in Belle-Île-en-Mer. Our cooperative society creates
pieces of art, and high-end products for interior decoration and tableware.All our
pieces are made to order and mouth blown in the Belle-Île-en-mer workshop, with
particular attention to detail. Our products and...

 +33 2 97 31 29 01

 Vallon De Bordilla

in ST PIERRE QUIBERON

BOCA Workshop-Gallery
Gallery and studio of the artist Boca.Contemporary abstract painting and interior
decoration. Refined work on the material and the contrasts.Possibility of custom order
or in connection with your interior (based on photos or home visit).The workshopgallery is located 20 meters from the beach of...

 06 78 48 63 00

 17 Chemin du Men Du

in CARNAC

Bénédicte GAUTIER - Painter
Exhibition workshop open in summer or by appointment by phone. Courses and
internships all year round, material provided parking lot to park Exhibition workshop
open July and August or by appointment by phone

 06 88 39 11 14

 7 Avenue des Salines

in AURAY

The REV
L'REV, a unique universe, without compromise which is essential by its originality. At
first glance, the meaning of the sentence illustrating his artistic approach:"The light
springs from within,The soul is its memory,Emotions are its colors,Our hands, the
performers. ”takes on its full...

 06 81 20 95 09

 5 rue du château

in QUIBERON

L'Atelier Passion Couleurs
The "Passion Couleurs" Workshop offers art workshops every day !!!Want a creative
break, Want to express your artistic universe, Want to learn the arts while having
fun.For adults and children from 4 years old.Weekly or à la carte course, the
equipment is provided.School Holiday Hours: 10 a.m. /...
From 35€ / pers.

 06 59 18 96 03

 4 Rue Victor Golvan

in ETEL

Erwan Le Cornec - Photographe Mer&Littoral
Photographs of maritime spaces and shores of Brittany, to discover at Argile
workshop-boutique located in the heart of Etel. Limited series. On order, possibility of
choosing formats and personalized supports

 06 11 49 42 34

 6 Rue de la Libération

in ETEL

4'IN MOSAÏQUE
Discover my universe which will take you through the sandstone of my creations from
simple coaster to old revamped objects, including floor decorations, original paintings
... You can order your made-to-measure and personalized mosaic - street sign or
other ..., or even introduce yourself to this...

 07 62 59 51 98

 7 RUE DU GENERAL LECLERC

in LA TRINITE SUR MER

Art Gallery - Plisson Gallery
A photo gallery where you will find a large choice of images to satisfy all your sea
needs and decorate your home: Canvas, photo posters, art prints, books, cushions,
lamps etc ... Opening time Monday: From 10h to 12h30 and 14h30 to 19h Tuesday:
From 10h to 12h30 and 14h30 to 19h Wednesday: From...

 02 97 30 15 15

 17 cours des Quais

in LOCOAL MENDON

Locoal-Mendon Pottery
Richard and Justine Dewar live and work in Locoal-Mendon. In 1979, Richard and
Justine settled in France in Avessac, in Loire-Atlantique. In 2007, they built a houseworkshop in Locoal-Mendon, in Morbihan, where they mainly made pieces in salt
stoneware, as well as some porcelain pieces. Richard...

 07 67 63 18 92

 5 Keryavec

in ST PIERRE QUIBERON

Drôles de Pagaies
Creation of decorative fish from oars, old paddles and salvaged materials.The "Drôles
de Pagaies" by Palou thus find a second life.Each is unique, none is identical to
another, even if some are alike.And if in your family, in your attic, you have one, it is
even possible, on order, to transform it...

 06 86 01 50 81
 06 52 58 60 35

 55 Chemin de la Plaine

in LA TRINITE SUR MER

Art Gallery - Stéphane Lauro Gallery
Stéphane Lauro exhibits his oil paintings, watercolors, charcoals and graphite on the
theme of the sea. Models of sailboats and motor boats participate in the exhibition.
Opening time : 10:30 to 13:00 & 14:30 to 18:00 Friday, Saturday, Sunday. Open from
Wednesday to Sunday during the Christmas...

 06 73 49 34 14

 Cours des Quais La Criée

in QUIBERON

The Lighthouse House
In the heart of the Port Haliguen marina in Quiberon, this former lighthouse keepers'
house now welcomes artists and craftspeople, amateurs and professionals, from all
over France. Come meet them and discover weekly exhibitions of painting, sculpture,
photography ... Free admission.

 Quai des Sinagots Port Haliguen
in ST PHILIBERT

Waterfront Gallery
The rather contemporary gallery presents internationally renowned artists such as
Alechinsky, Corneille, Coignard, Hasegawa, Gosti and many others….The exhibitions
devoted to a single artist allow to better apprehend his work and to understand its
evolution, its techniques.For each of the...

 06 82 90 68 58

 13, avenue Anna Le Bail

in ERDEVEN

The Painters - Art workshops
In a space open to the garden, I offer courses / workshops for a maximum of eight
participants, as close as possible to the artistic wishes of each (children, adolescents
or adults).I adapt my workshops, from simple recreational pleasure to the acquisition
of various know-how and techniques to...

 06 20 80 41 25

 2 rue du stade

in AURAY

DINNER Gallery
Nestled in the heart of rue du Belzic, the Galerie VACARME exhibits local artists and
artists from a little further afield.You will find photographs, linocuts, ceramics,
sculptures, lighting, and even paintings. The Galerie VACARME welcomes you
throughout the year, with different exhibitions each...

 07 63 72 10 24

 34 rue du Belzic

in AURAY

Sanséau Gallery
Permanent exhibition of Christian SanséauA bright space of 100m2 which highlights
his colorful and moving work. His oil and knife paintings oscillate between Brittany
and travel, land sea, figuration and abstraction.You can also discover the sculptures
of Clo Ruellan in raku, Jos Graignic in metal...

 09 52 49 73 27
 06 87 60 15 77

 5 place aux Roues

in CARNAC

C. Pendelio
Workshop-gallery, presentation of poetic and original works. Oils on paper, on canvas,
drawings, prints in digigraphy and sculptures. Near the Thalasso de Carnac.

 06 50 21 13 37

 11 place de port an Dro

in QUIBERON

Seaside Galerie
Louis Métivet photo gallery in Quiberon.Exhibition and sale of photographic prints,
fine art prints, posters and illustrations.Photographs of Quiberon and Brittany.Sold
online.

 07 56 91 72 33

 18 rue de Verdun

in ST PIERRE QUIBERON

APIQ Association
Association of professional artists, the APIQ (Artistes de la Presqu'île de Quiberon)
offers a circuit of artists' workshops on the Quiberon peninsula and organizes artistic
events on the peninsula: exhibitions, La Grande Lessive in March, Les Petits Formats
du Port d'Orange in July in Saint...

 06 31 47 05 77

 PRESQU'ILE DE QUIBERON

in QUIBERON

Sandra Soleil Workshop
Painter and illustrator, Sandra Soleil's creations evolve on canvases, walls, floors and
windows for cities, businesses and individuals ...The artist opens his studio to
discover his universe and transmit his passion. Open to the public all year round on
Saturdays from 10:30 am to 12:30 pm and by...

 06 89 33 86 98

 2 rue de Port Haliguen
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